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Abstract

The objective of this research was to develop a function-based method for analyzing the critical sequences of events that must occur for complex space missions to be successful. The resulting methodology, the Function-based Analysis of Critical Events, or FACE, uses functional and event models to identify the changes in functionality of a system as it transitions between critical mission events. Two examples are presented that detail the application of FACE to prior mission failures including the loss of the Columbia orbiter and the failure of the Mars Polar Lander probe. The result of the research is a methodology that allows designers to not only reduce the occurrence of such failures but also analyze the specific functional causes of the failures when they do occur.

1) Introduction

Modern aerospace systems are extraordinarily complex and are often tasked to complete equally complex mission profiles. During these missions, critical sequences of events must be followed to result in successful missions. When designing such systems, knowledge of the functional interactions between sub-systems across multiple mission events is essential. This information is required not only to design systems capable of completing desired mission profiles but also to identify the causes of undesirable mission outcomes. The research presented in this paper outlines a structured method for identifying and modeling the functional interactions of complex systems across critical mission events. The first section provides motivating examples and further outlines the specific problem we attempt to solve. Section 2 introduces our proposed solution to this problem, the Functional Analysis of Critical Events (FACE) methodology. This methodology is to be used retroactively to explore the functional propagation of failures after they occur and proactively to prevent future failures. Case studies of the application of FACE to two mission failures are presented in Section 3. Finally, conclusions from the research and future work appear in Section 4.

1.1) Motivation for Research

On December 3, 1999 contact was lost with the Jet Propulsion Lab’s Mars Polar Lander (MPL) after its planned touchdown on the surface of Mars. After several weeks without communication with the probe, it was determined that the probe had been lost. A review board was assembled to investigate the MPL’s failure. The MPL review board concluded that a spurious touchdown signal generated during the deployment of the landing legs caused a premature shutdown of the probe’s decent thrusters. The failure was replicated in a laboratory and corrective software updates were sent to other probes using similar software. It was assessed by the review board that a breakdown in systems engineering practices led to the software condition that likely resulted in the loss of MPL. Specifically, requirements for the touchdown monitoring (TDM) software were not properly communicated between the hardware designers of the landing systems and the software designers of the TDM system [1].

On February 1, 2003 Space Shuttle Columbia broke up upon reentry into Earth’s atmosphere. As with the MPL failure, a review board was assembled to investigate the loss of Columbia and her crew of seven astronauts. The conclusion of the review board was that a foam strike during launch caused damage to one or more of the left wing leading edge reinforced carbon-carbon (RCC) panels. During reentry, the foam strike damage to the RCC panel allowed superheated gases to penetrate the shuttle’s thermal protection system,
which ultimately resulted in a failure of the left wing structure and the loss of Columbia [2].

Both accidents resulted from a failure during a mission event affecting the functionality of the system during a later event. In the case of the MPL, a software failure allowed an undesired system state to propagate from parachute descent to landing. In the Columbia accident, a failure during launch resulted in a catastrophic failure during reentry.

1.2) Critical Events

In order to prevent such accidents from occurring in future systems, it is necessary to both identify and model the changes in functionality that occur between critical mission events. Critical events are the events in a mission that must occur in sequence in order to achieve overall mission success. The following section further defines critical events and introduces how these events are currently being handled during mission design at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center and during operations at NASA’s Johnson Space Center. Opportunities to improve critical event handling practices are also identified. Finally, FACE, a methodology that formalizes and structures the handling of critical events is proposed.

1.3) Critical Event Handling Practices

There are currently several methods available for modeling sequences of discrete events. Most of the work in this area has been focused on creating detailed dynamic models of systems that include discrete events [3]. The objective of this research is to use simple event models to represent the critical sequences of events a system must complete in order to result in a successful mission. These event models should be created during the early stages of the design of a system in conjunction with the functional modeling of the system. Functional modeling techniques will be used as the basis for creating these models. It is the objective of this research to use these event and functional models as a means for assisting the identification of requirements very early in the design of a system. An explanation of current NASA and JPL practices for defining such requirements during sequences of critical events follows.

1.3.1) Jet Propulsion Laboratory—Analysis of Critical Events During Early Design

JPL defines mission-critical events as those that, “if not executed properly, could result in failure to accomplish the mission” [4]. To handle these events, JPL uses fault tolerance design principles including event continuation in response to non-mission-threatening anomalies; safing in response to mission-threatening anomalies (this safing requires ground intervention for recovery); on-board backup of critical event telemetry in the event that upload capability is lost; as well as diagnostic engineering telemetry, including telemetry data downlinked for critical events [5-8].

During mission design, flight sequences for launch and early flight operations are developed along with a baseline version of mission-critical sequences. Identification of critical event sequences during flight sequence design ensures that telemetry is available for real-time monitoring as well as verification of successful competition of events [4-8].

1.3.2) Goddard Space Flight Center—Critical Events During Early Design

Goddard Space Flight Center designs and operates unmanned earth science missions. During the design of systems, GSFC uses the “Gold Book”, a set of technical design standards for designing space flight systems. Standards are included in the Gold Book for establishing the telemetry required to ensure the completion of mission-critical events. The GSFC process for handling critical events follows.

Mission-critical events are first identified during a Mission Concept Review. During a Mission Definition Review, telemetry coverage for critical events is established. The telemetry information is then flowed to the Operational Procedures during an Operational Readiness Review. Finally, the capability to sufficiently monitor critical events is verified during mission operations checkout [4,9].

1.3.3) Johnson Space Center—Analysis of Critical Events During Operations

JSC’s focus is on human spaceflight operations, specifically for the Space Shuttle and International Space Station (ISS). As a result, JSC does not explicitly define practices and procedures for the design, development and verification of critical events for flight systems. However, JSC does evaluate critical events during the operation of shuttle and ISS missions.

JSC’s process for analyzing critical events during operations begins with a Hazard Analysis process to identify and analyze critical events. In this step, potential hazards are identified and documented in Hazard Reports. For example, “a hazard report may specify the risks of a space shuttle Reaction Control System thruster plume impacting an ISS solar array during docking, thereby damaging or breaking the solar array” [4,10]. These Hazard Reports are flowed to mission operations where the critical events in which the potential hazards can occur are identified. Additionally, controls and procedures are established to mitigate the potential of the hazard occurring. An example of such a control for the thruster plume example could be a “reconfiguration of systems to withstand shuttle thruster plumes” [4,10]. For a complete review of how mission-critical events are handled at NASA see [4].

1.4) Improving Current Practices

As shown in the previous section, each mission center uses its own method for identifying and handling critical events. In each case, procedures for when critical events should be identified and handled are well established. Unfortunately, specific procedures for how the events should be identified and handled are not as clear.

Three opportunities have been identified to clarify how critical events are identified and handled.
1) The first opportunity stems from a lack of a standard framework for handling critical events. Between three different mission centers, three different critical event handling procedures are used. Each center uses an in-house developed method to handle critical events that is tailored to the needs of the center. To promote commonality in the way critical events are handled, as well as to improve communications of lessons learned between centers, it is proposed that a standard methodology be used when analyzing critical events.

2) The second opportunity results from a lack of a standard method for determining and representing the information that must be monitored to ensure the successful completion of critical events. Functional modeling techniques are proposed as a solution for identifying and representing this information. Formal functional modeling practices provide a standard means for discovering the important functionality and energy, material and signal flows of a system during the transitions between critical mission events [12].

3) The third opportunity is the ability to assist the identification of requirements during mission design through the application of formal functional and event modeling practices.

1.4.1) Functional Analysis of Critical Events

To improve upon current critical event handling practices, FACE, a function-based method for analyzing critical events is proposed. FACE involves the application of formal functional modeling techniques to the development of event models, identification of critical functionality and analysis of boundary flows between events. Formal functional modeling practices form the framework of the FACE methodology. In the following sections, the FACE methodology is presented in detail along with clarifying examples.

1.4.2) Formal Functional Modeling

Functional modeling is used in the FACE method to capture the desired functionality of a system during critical events. Functional modeling is a technique used to represent the functionality of a system independent of its form [11]. Typically, functional models consist of functions and flows represented as verbs and nouns respectively. The flows are generally broken down into three categories: energy, material, and signal. In the FACE methodology, functional models are made for each sub-system during each event and are used to analyze transitions in functionality and boundary flows between events.

Formal functional modeling techniques are suggested as a means to improve the quality of the models and to assist storage and reuse of the models. Formal functional modeling involves the use of a standard modeling procedure as well as a standard taxonomy. The use of a standard taxonomy and procedure enables the creation of “user-independent” [11] functional models. A user-independent functional model can be understood by any engineer with a copy of the procedures and taxonomy. The FACE method utilizes the Functional Basis (FB) taxonomy [12] and functional modeling process proposed in [11]. The Functional Basis is a hierarchical set of flows and functions that has been successfully applied to the functional modeling of numerous electro-mechanical systems [12]. The use of a standard taxonomy also enables the use of function-based failure mode identification methods and function-based engineering design repositories [13,14]. Additionally, the authors have been working to apply formal functional modeling techniques to the design of aerospace systems, see [15] and [16] for more information.

The recommended functional modeling procedure consists of five steps: The first step (1) is to identify flows that are important to the overall functionality of the system. These input and output flows are expressed using Functional Basis terms. The next step (2) is to create a black-box model of the system. This model contains all of the inputs and outputs of the system along with an overall function that describes the system. Function chains are then created to represent the operations performed on a flow to transform it from an input to an output (step 3). These chains are then aggregated to produce an overall functional model (step 4). The next step (5) is to verify that all of the desired functionality of the system has been represented in the model. The result is a model that describes the function of a system separate from its form in a standardized language [12].

1.5) Comparison to Current Methods

Table 1 presents a comparison of the FACE methodology to existing methods including hazard analysis, event tree analysis and fault tree analysis. A hazard analysis begins with identifying a list of the hazardous elements of a system. Triggering elements, hazardous conditions and potential accidents are then identified (forward logic). Hazard analyses are failure-based; they are created by identifying potential failures and investigating their causes and effects [17]. An event tree analysis begins with an initiating event and includes the sequence of possible events that can occur thereafter (forward logic). Boolean logic is used to determine whether the event ultimately results in an accident or safe operation. Event trees are both event-based and failure-based (a failure initiates the tree and a sequence of events follows). Event trees are usually applied during the design of a system to investigate potential failure scenarios. Fault trees start with a top-level failure and use Boolean logic gates to work down to the specific component-level cause of the failure (backward logic). Fault trees are failure-based and generally used during the design of a system to investigate how a top-level failure could occur as a result of lower-level failures [18].

FACE uses functional models and event models to represent the changes in functionality a system undergoes as it performs a mission. As a result, it is both function-based and event-based. FACE can also be applied using forward or backward logic. An analysis can begin with an overall failure of a system and trace back to the specific functions that caused the overall failure (backward logic) or an analysis can start
with a failure in a specific function and follow the subsequent failures that result (forward logic). FACE was originally developed as a tool to analyze the specific functional causes of a failure after it occurred (retroactive application). We argue in this paper that FACE can also be applied during design to identify requirements and functionality necessary to mitigate future failures.

2.1.2) Black Box Event Modeling - Example

The critical event being analyzed for the MPL is the deployment of a landing leg. To create the event black box model, an event name and boundary flows must be identified. In this example, the event name was chosen as Landing Leg Deployment. Next, a boundary was established for the event and all energy, material and signal flows into and out from this boundary were identified. The material flows include the structure of the spacecraft (solid), the landing leg (solid) and the release nut used to release the leg (solid). During the deployment of the leg, no external energy is required other than an electrical input to trigger the release nut. Since this energy is used as a signal (its magnitude is not important) it will be represented as a signal (Release, control signal). Leaving the event is a Landing Signal (control signal). The selected event name and identified flows are represented in the black box event model that appears in Figure 1.

2.1.3) Detailed Event Modeling - Methodology

After the black box event model has been constructed, a complete event model is developed. This model consists of the chains of sub-events that must be completed in sequence in order for the critical event to be successful. These sub-events will be used to define changes in functionality for the sub-systems. To create the event model, an event sequence must first be generated. If available, an event tree can be used to define the event sequence. If not, a sequence can be generated by starting with the initial state of the system and determining the discrete changes in the system’s state that occur as time progresses. Once sub-events have been identified, the input and output flows to the sub-event must be determined. As in the black box event model, these flows represent the energies, materials and signals required to complete the event and should be represented using FB terms.

2.1.4) Detailed Event Modeling – Example

For the MPL landing leg example, the event sequence was determined from the MPL mishap report [1]. The first sub-event represents the beginning of the event and is labeled Begin Deployment. This sub-event requires the Structure of the spacecraft, the Landing Leg and a Release Nut to be input and output (all sub-events in this model include these three material flows). The next step is the releasing of the nut that retains the landing leg. This sub-event includes an additional input flow of a Release Signal. After the release nut has been triggered, the landing leg is deployed, this is represented as the Deploy Leg sub-event and includes a Landing Signal output.

Table 1 – Method Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Forward Logic</th>
<th>Backward Logic</th>
<th>Event-based</th>
<th>Function-based</th>
<th>Failure-based</th>
<th>Proactive Application</th>
<th>Retroactive Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hazard Analysis</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event Tree</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault Tree</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACE</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2) Functional Analysis of Critical Events

The application of Functional Analysis of Critical Events to the design of a system involves the following three steps:

1. Event Modeling
2. Functional Modeling
3. Requirements Identification

The first step, event modeling, involves the creation of an event model for the mission. This model includes the sub-events that must successfully occur in sequence to result in a successful critical event as well as the energy, material and signal flows through each sub-event. The next step is to create functional models for the sub-systems of interest during each sub-event using the boundary flows into the event as a starting point. The final step is to identify the requirements for each boundary flow into and out from each functional model during each sub-event and to identify any changes in the functionality of sub-systems between sub-events. The following section presents each step in detail with a clarifying example based on the Mars Polar Lander landing leg deployment.

2.1) Event Modeling

2.1.1) Black Box Event Modeling - Methodology

The first step in the FACE process is to create a black box event model for the critical event being examined. This black box model represents the starting point for creating a complete event model and defines the overall event along with the energy, material and signal inputs and outputs of the event. The event name used in the model can be free language. However, the flows should be taken from the Functional Basis.
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Next, the landing leg is latched in the landing position in the 
*Latch Leg* sub-event. Finally, the end of the event is 
represented using the *End Deployment* sub-event. This 
sequence of sub-events is represented in Figure 2.

### 2.2) Functional Modeling

Once the event model has been created, functional models 
need to be created for the sub-systems of interest during each 
sub-event. These functional models will be used to analyze changes in functionality and boundary flows between sub-events. Like the event modeling process, functional modeling includes a black box modeling step and a step for generating a complete functional model. The following section explains the functional modeling process and continues the MPL landing leg example.

#### 2.2.2) Black Box Functional Modeling-Example

For the MPL example, the sub-system being analyzed is the landing leg. In this example, two consecutive events are modeled. The first event is *Trigger Release Nut*. During this event, the overall functionality of the landing leg sub-system is to separate from the release nut that restrains its motion. The FB function-flow pair chosen to represent this functionality was *Separate Solid*. The inputs to this black box function are the Release Nut (*solid*) and a Release Signal (*control signal*). The outputs are the Release Nut (*solid*) and a signal indicating the separation of the Release Nut (*Separation, status signal*). The next event considered was *Deploy Leg*. During this event, the overall functionality of the landing leg sub-system is to deploy the landing leg using energy stored in a spring. The FB function and flow pair for this action was *Convert Mechanical Energy to Rotational Energy*. The inputs to this function are the Release Nut and a separation signal from the previous event. The outputs are the Release Nut and the *Rotational Energy* of the landing leg. The black box models of the functionality of the landing leg sub-system during these two events appear in Figures 3 and 4.

![Figure 2 – Event Sequence for the Landing Leg Deployment Critical Event](image)

**Figure 3 – Black Box Model During Trigger Release Nut Event**

**Figure 4 – Black Box Model During Deploy Leg Event**
the system. The last flow chain analyzed was the release signal. This signal flow is first imported into the system and then used to trigger the separate solid function. These three flows were aggregated to produce a functional model for the landing leg system. During the two critical events of interest (Trigger Release Nut and Deploy Arm), only a subset of the functions are actually used. The complete functional model with the functions active during each of these events are shown in Figures 5 and 6. A schematic of the landing leg appears in Figure 7.

The first step (1) in identifying requirements is to identify changes in black box functionality and flows between events. This information represents the changes in overall functionality of the system and identifies boundary flows that must be measured to ensure that the system is ready to transition between states. The next step (2) is to identify changes in functionality within the detailed functional models of the sub-system being analyzed. This information is then used (3) to locate important functions and flows that must be monitored during the transition between events. Finally (4), requirements should be established for the functions and flows that undergo changes between critical events. Functions should then be added to the functional model to measure the identified transition functions and flows. Measure functions should be added to monitor flows and sense functions should be added to the model to determine the state of functions.

2.3.2) Requirements Identification – Example

Between the Trigger Release Nut and Deploy Leg events, the overall functionality of the landing leg system transitions between separate solid and convert mechanical energy to rotational energy. To ensure that the overall functional transitions as desired, requirements should be placed on the input and output flows to each black box model. An example of requirements generated from the input and output flows of the Trigger Release Nut event appears in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow Type</th>
<th>Flow</th>
<th>Requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solid Input</td>
<td>Release Nut</td>
<td>The release nut must be properly positioned and secured before the release event can occur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Signal</td>
<td>Release Signal</td>
<td>The Release Signal will initiate the Trigger release Nut event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid Output</td>
<td>Release Nut</td>
<td>At the completion of the event, the Release Nut will be separated from the landing leg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal Output</td>
<td>Separation</td>
<td>After completion of the event, the subsequent event will be initiated without a formal signal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After transitions in overall functionality and flows have been identified, transitions in sub-functions should be found. During the Trigger Release Nut event the sub-functions used in the landing leg sub-system are import control signal and
separate solid. During the Deploy Leg sub-event, the active sub-functions are supply mech. e., convert mech. e. to rot. e., export rot. e. and export solid. To ensure that the system transitions as planned, additional functionality can be added. To determine the state of a function, a detect function can be added. The state of a flow is determined by a measurement function. For example, to ensure that the Trigger Release Nut sub-event occurs as desired, a detect function should be placed on the separate solid function in the functional model. This detect function indicates that some hardware should be added to the design to positively confirm that the separate function has properly occurred. The output of the detect function will be a status signal.

2.4) FACE Methodology Discussion

The FACE method uses three general steps including event modeling, functional modeling and requirements identification. These steps are used to establish the sequence of events that must occur for a critical event to occur as planned, determine the functionality of the system during each sub-event and identify changes in functionality and flows between sub-events. A FACE analysis allows a designer to identify locations for establishing requirements and provides a means of identifying the measurement functionality required to assess the readiness of a system to transition between sub-events.

To illustrate the application of these steps, an example was performed on the landing leg sub-system of the MPL probe. This example demonstrates the application of event modeling, functional modeling and requirements identification to a spacecraft sub-system. In this example, locations for requirements were identified based on the transitions in functionality observed in the functional models. To further illustrate the application and usefulness of the FACE methodology, two case studies are included. The first case study is an application of FACE to the Columbia accident using standard functional modeling techniques. This case study demonstrates how the FACE methodology can model the functional propagation of a failure after it has occurred. The second case study demonstrates how FACE could have been applied to the MPL probe to prevent its failure.

3) Case Studies

3.1) Columbia

During the first stage of the January 16, 2003 launch of Columbia, a piece of insulating foam broke from the external tank and struck the leading edge of the orbiter’s left wing. It is believed that this impact caused significant damage to the RCC panels that protect the orbiter during atmospheric reentry. The foam strike was discovered by reviewing launch footage. The severity of the strike was assessed and based on previous experience with foam strike damage a decision was made to continue the landing as planned. Upon reentry into Earth’s atmosphere, the damage to the RCC panel allowed superheated gas to penetrate the orbiter’s thermal protection system resulting in a structural failure of the left wing and the ultimate loss of Columbia and her crew [2].

3.1.1) Event Modeling

The first step in the FACE analysis of the Columbia accident was to model the critical events that led to the accident. Two critical events were important in the Columbia disaster. The first event was the first stage of launch when the foam strike occurred. The second critical event was the orbiter’s reentry into the Earth’s atmosphere. The process used to create detailed event models for the accident follows.

During launch, the orbiter, the attached external tank and solid rocket boosters, the launch tower and atmosphere are all considered as material inputs to the event. All of these material flows are also outputs of the black box model. The energy inputs are the chemical energy stored in the solid rocket boosters (SRBs) and external fuel tank (ET), translational mechanical energy from gravity and pneumatic energy from the atmosphere. Within the black box, the chemical energy is transformed into the translational and rotational energy required to launch the orbiter as well as the pneumatic energy of the exhaust gases. During reentry, the orbiter and atmosphere are treated as material inputs and outputs of the event. The energy inputs were translational energy from gravity, the translational and rotational energy of the orbiter and pneumatic energy from the atmosphere. The energy outputs were thermal energy from the aerodynamic heating of reentry, pneumatic energy from the orbiter’s thrusters, and the translational and rotational energy of the orbiter after reentry. For this analysis, no signal flows were included. The event names and flows are represented in the black box event models that appear in Figure 8 and 9.

![Figure 8 - Black Box Event Model During Launch](image)

![Figure 9 - Black Box Event Model During Reentry](image)

The event sequence for the first stage of launch begins after the main engines have been ignited. The first sub-event in this sequence is the ignition of the solid rocket boosters. This sub-event is followed by the liftoff of the shuttle and its clearing of the tower. Once the shuttle clears the tower, it is oriented to its launch trajectory. This orientation is followed by a trajectory correction sub-event. During the trajectory
correction event, two additional sub-events take place, a throttle down to reduce the aerodynamic stresses on the shuttle and a throttle up. To prepare for SRB cutoff, the shuttle enters a maintain attitude sub-event. This sub-event is followed by the separation of the SRBs. Once the SRBs have been separated, the first stage of launch is ended. This sequence of events is represent in the event model that appears in Figure 10. A timeline is included for reference [19]. As seen in Figure 10, the debris strike that damaged the RCC panels on the left wing occurred 81.9 seconds into launch during the trajectory correction event.

During the reenter atmosphere sub-event, the overall function of the RCC panels is to inhibit the flow of thermal energy. The inputs and outputs to this black box function are the same as the inputs and outputs to the RCC panels during the maintain trajectory sub-event. The black box model for the RCC panels during the reenter atmosphere event appears in Figure 13.

3.1.2) Functional Modeling

In this example, the sub-system being analyzed is the thermal protection system, specifically the wing leading edge RCC panels. Black box functional models were created for the RCC panels during the maintain trajectory sub-event of launch and the aerobraking sub-event of reentry. During launch, the overall function of the RCC panels is to guide gas around the leading edge of the wing. In this sub-event, the RCC panel has material inputs of the wing structure, the atmosphere and any debris that may strike the panel. All three material inputs are also outputs from the event. The energy inputs are pneumatic energy from the atmosphere, and mechanical energy from any impacts. The energy outputs are mechanical energy in the form of reaction forces and thermal energy generated by the aerodynamic heating. The black box functional model for the RCC panels during the correct trajectory sub-event appears in Figure 12.

![Event Model of the First Stage of Launch](image1)

Figure 10 – Event Model of the First Stage of Launch

The sequence of sub-events for the reentry of the orbiter begins with an orientation sub-event followed by a deorbit burn. The next events are the end of the deorbit burn followed by an orientation for reentry. This orientation leads to the orbiter’s entry into the atmosphere. Finally, the orbiter enters an aerobraking sub-event. It was during this aerobraking sub-event that the Columbia orbiter was destroyed. This sequence of events is represented in Figure 11.

![Event Model of Reentry](image2)

Figure 11 – Event Model of Reentry
3.1.3) Analysis of the Failure and Conclusions

The event and functional models created for Columbia were used to analyze the changes in flows and functionality that resulted from the foam strike between the first stage of launch and reentry critical events. During the first stage of launch, the stop solid function for the debris flow failed during the foam strike. Upon reentry, the loss of the stop solid function resulted in the loss of the stop gas function as well. The resulting flow of gas through the system caused an increased conversion to thermal energy which overwhelmed the inhibit thermal energy function. This ultimately led to an increased thermal energy flow to the wing, which resulted in a structural failure of the wing (the secure solid function) and the ultimate loss of the orbiter.

As shown in this example, the FACE methodology was used to represent the sub-events that must be completed for two critical events, the first stage of launch and re-entry, to be successful. Additionally, the functional models of the TPS system identified and captured the important functionality and flows during these two critical events. When combined, the event and functional models identified the origin of the failure (the material flow of the foam) and the propagation of the failure through the function and event flows. This case study demonstrates how FACE can be used to identify and model the functional propagation of a failure after it has occurred. By applying FACE to previous failures, it is possible to identify the specific functional causes of a failure. Identifying the functional causes and propagation of failures is necessary to prevent similar failures in the future.

3.2) FACE Example – MPL

The objective of this case study is to demonstrate how FACE could have been applied during the design of MPL to prevent the failure that ultimately led to the destruction of the craft. Contact with the Mars Polar Lander was never reestablished after its expected landing on Mars. The mishap review board concluded that the failure of the probe most likely resulted from impact damage due to the descent thrusters cutting off before touchdown. It was theorized that the thrusters were shut down by a spurious touchdown signal generated by the landing gear during deployment. During deployment at approximately 1500m above the Martian surface, false touchdown signals could be generated by the Hall effect sensors mounted on each landing leg (MPL had three landing legs). If these touchdown signals persisted through two sensor read cycles (at 100Hz), a flag would be set by the control software to indicate that the probe had landed. There was not a reset of the flag coded into the cycle. This allows a touchdown signal erroneously generated during landing gear deployment to persist until an event enable flag is set at approximately 40m above the surface. At this point, the persisting touchdown flag would trigger a shutdown of the descent engines causing the probe to fall the remaining distance and strike the ground with enough force to cause terminal failure.

It was determined that a breakdown in the systems engineering process resulted in the software condition that allows this particular failure. A system requirement was set to ignore the sensor data before 40m. This requirement did not, however, specify the particular failure mode (spurious touchdown signals from deployment) that originated the requirement. As a result, the software designers did not explicitly know that the requirement was proposed to eliminate the risk of spurious touchdown signals. For a complete description of this failure, see JPL D-18709, section 7.7.2 [1].

3.2.1) Event Modeling

The first step in applying FACE to the MPL touchdown monitoring system (TDM) would have been to create a black box event model. For this system, the critical event being analyzed is the landing of the craft on Mars. For this event, the name Landing Sequence was selected. Next, the input and output flows through this event were identified. The material flows into this event are the MPL itself and the surface of Mars. The material output flows from the event should also be the MPL and the surface of Mars. The energy flow inputs are the mechanical energy associated with the motion of the MPL and translational energy from gravity. The output energies are the mechanical energy from impacting the surface, translational energy in the form of reaction forces once the probe is stationary and finally, pneumatic energy from the probe’s thrusters. An input signal to initiate the landing sequence and an output status signal are the only signal flows considered in this analysis. This critical event and its input/output flows are represented in the black box event model that appears in Figure 15.

![Figure 15 – MPL Landing Sequence Black Box Event Model](image)

The next step in the FACE analysis for the MPL would have been to create a detailed event model for the system. As the probe begins its landing sequence, it is in a Parachute Descent. After Parachute Descent, the parachute is jettisoned and landing thrusters are used to complete the landing in a Terminal Burn event. The probe then lands on the surface of Mars (the Landing Event) and finally ends the landing sequence. At this point it reports its status. This sequence of events as well as the input and output flows for each event are represented in the event model that appears in Figure 16.

![Figure 16 – MPL Landing Sequence Event Model](image)
3.2.2) Functional Modeling

Once the event model was made for the MPL landing sequence, functional models could be made for the TDM system. Since the TDM system is software, not an electromechanical system, Functional Basis terms could not be used for the modeling. Instead, free language terms were used.

To continue the FACE analysis, a functional model must be made for the system during each event. The functional models for this system were made using system-level requirements for the touchdown monitoring software as well as the functional-flow diagrams generated during the design of the MPL [1]. This information would have been available during the design of the MPL. During the Parachute Descent event, the overall function of the TDM software is to maintain the load of processor (this is a system level requirement). During this phase of operation, the system is not actively checking for a touchdown but is running through the monitoring logic to prevent a significant increase in processor load once the system does need to check for touchdown. During the Terminal Burn phase, the overall function of the touchdown monitoring software is to check for a touchdown and shutdown the descent thrusters once it has been detected. The inputs and outputs of this function are a series of variables (represented as signals in the model). There are seven signals (see Table 3).

The overall functions and input and output signals during the Parachute Descent and Terminal Burn events are represented in the black box functional models that appear in Figures 17 and 18 respectively.

Once black box functional models have been made, detailed models can be made. For the TDM system, JPL functional-flows diagrams were used as the basis for creating the functional models of the system. During both the Parachute Descent and Terminal Burn events, the detailed functionality of the TDM software is identical (the same software is running during each event, a change in the Enable variable is the only difference between the two events). The functional model for the TDM system during both events appears in Figure 19.

3.2.3) Requirements Identification

The final step in the FACE analysis of the MPL TDM system would have been to identify requirements and additional required functionality using the event and functional models. The first step in this process would be to identify the functions and flows that undergo transitions between events. Next, requirements should be established for the values of the flows and functionality should be added to the model to ensure that flows will meet the required values. A list of the important flows in the TDM software along with a set of required values at the transition between events appears in Table 4. These flows were known during the design of the TDM software. The required values for the flows at the transitions between events were generated from an analysis of the intended functionality of the TDM system.
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the design of the TDM software. The software should have
been designed in such a way to prevent the State variable’s
value from passing between Parachute Descent and Terminal
Burn. To implement this change, additional functionality
needs to be added to the model. The actual fix implemented
by JPL in subsequent probes using the same TDM software
was to add one additional function to the TDM loop that resets
the value of State during each cycle.

As shown in Table 4, at the beginning of the Parachute Descent event, the only flow that needs a requirement is the
Started variable. During Parachute Descent, the TDM software is started (Started is set to STARTED). During
startup, several variable are initialized including Enable (set to DISABLE), Health (set to GOOD) and State (set to FALSE). During Terminal Burn, the Started variable should maintain its
current as TRUE, the Enable variable should change to ENABLE, the Health variable should stay GOOD but may
transition to FAILED if a failure is detected, the value for State should transition to TRUE (to indicate a landing) and the values of Current and Last should be TRUE (but may be
FALSE if a landing sensor has failed or that specific leg did
touchdown first). Once the probe has landed, the Started variable should be set to FALSE and Enable set to DISABLE
(the remaining variables should keep their values).

To ensure that the landing sequence occurred as planned,
the functionality of the system should have been designed so
that each flow was at its required value during the transition
between events. For all flows except the State variable, this
was the case. During the design of the MPL, it was known that
the touchdown sensors could generate a false positive signal
during deployment of the landing legs (in the Parachute Descent event). This false positive value would cause the
State variable to be set to TRUE during descent (even though
the Enable value is FALSE). As designed, if the State variable
value was TRUE at the transition between the Parachute
Descent and Terminal Burn events (there wasn’t an explicit
requirement for it to be FALSE) this value would propagate to
Terminal Burn. As soon as the Terminal Burn event begins,
the value for the Enable flow is ENABLE (this occurs at 40m
above the surface) and the State value is TRUE. As long as
the Health value is GOOD, the TDM software will disable the
descent thrusters. The result would be a free fall for the
remaining 40m to the surface. This scenario was determined
to be the most likely cause of the destruction of the MPL
probe. To prevent such a failure, a requirements table (such as
the one shown in Table 4) should have been generated during
the design of the TDM software. The software should have
been designed in such a way to prevent the State variable’s
value from passing between Parachute Descent and Terminal
Burn. To implement this change, additional functionality
needs to be added to the model. The actual fix implemented
by JPL in subsequent probes using the same TDM software
was to add one additional function to the TDM loop that resets
the value of State during each cycle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4 – Required Variable Values During Transitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Event Transitions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Signal Flows</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Begin Landing/ Parachute Descent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parachute Descent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminal Burn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminal Burn/ Landing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landing/ End Landing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Started</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FALSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FALSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Enable</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Health</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOOD/FAILED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOOD/FAILED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FALSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Current</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUE/FAIUED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUE/FAIUED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Last</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUE/FAIUED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUE/FAIUED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.4) MPL Example Discussion
The destruction of the MPL probe was most likely caused by the propagation of a spurious touchdown signal between the Parachute Descent and Terminal Burn events. The failure resulted from a lack of requirements for the specific values of variables at the transitions between events. This example demonstrate how a FACE analysis of the TDM system would have led to the generation of a requirements table for the variables of the TDM software. By comparing the required values to the values that could be produced from the designed functionality of the system, it was possible to identify missing required functionality (a function to reset the State variable).

3.3) Discussion of Case Studies
The two case studies presented show how FACE can be applied to identify and model the functionality of a system during critical mission events. The models generated during the application of FACE were used to identify changes in functionality between events and were used to trace how changes in functionality during an event propagate to later mission events. In the Columbia example, a functional model of the RCC panels of the Thermal Protection System was created to show how the effect of the debris strike propagated between launch and reentry. For the MPL case study, the functional models and event models illustrate how a spurious signal propagated between the two events that caused the failure of the probe. Both examples represent applications of FACE to past systems that have failed. For the FACE methodology to be successfully utilized, it must be applied during the design of a future system.

4) Conclusions and Future Work
Identifying and capturing the functionality of a complex system across critical events is an essential step in ensuring the successful completion of missions. The FACE methodology represents an opportunity to improve current critical event modeling and handling procedures at NASA. We propose to improve upon current critical event handling procedures by introducing structured functional and event modeling processes along with standard taxonomies for representing functionality. These improvements are implemented through the application of FACE to the design of a system. Additionally, as shown in the two case studies, FACE can applied after an accident has occurred as a means to identify and model the functional causes of an accident. By modeling the functional causes of previous accidents and applying the lessons learned through the application of FACE to new systems design, it is possible to reduce the occurrence of such accidents in these new systems.

This methodology has been presented along with three examples. The first example illustrates the application of the FACE methodology to a simple mechanical system, the landing legs of the MPL probe. The second example was an application to the Columbia disaster, the accident that prompted the research. Finally, the FACE methodology was
applied to the software problem that likely resulted in the loss of the MPL probe. These examples illustrate the application of the FACE methodology to various aerospace systems. Currently, several opportunities exist for future research in this area. As developed, the method is focused on ensuring that the system exhibits a nominal sequence of critical events. Eventually the method needs to be able to model and analyze the functionality of a system once it has deviated from the nominal event sequence. Additionally, as shown in the MPL example, a formal taxonomy for modeling the functionality of software systems needs to be investigated. Finally, research into integrating the method with current event tree, fault tree and hazard analyses should be done to reduce the amount of overlap between the methods.

A FACE analysis supplements and extends current failure analysis methods. Ideally, the nominal event sequence generated during a FACE analysis should be used as a starting point for creating an event tree. Additionally, the functional model can be used as a starting point for creating a fault tree for a system. Initial work has been done by the authors on the latter task. During retroactive investigation of failures, the event and fault trees created for a system during the system’s design would be useful input for performing a FACE analysis of the failure.
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